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The problem of elementarity of electric charge is investigated. It is known that possible proton
decay is caused by X and Y bosons which are characteristic in GUTs. The charge structure of GUTs
is, however, not simple, and the five types of charge units appear. We investigate the problem of
elementarity in taking into account of the simplest model of the charge structure known as the rishon
model, where the charge units are known as 1/3 (T ) and 0 (V ). In order to approach to sub-structure
together with the problem of simplicity of charge structure, possible rearrangements of rishons are
investigated on the basis of color and hypercolor confinement condition. Further, possible existence
of the simplest electroweak sub-structure is discussed. Our model predicts possible proton decay
mode, in which X and Y bosons are not concerned.
PACS numbers: 13.10.+q;12.60.Cn;12.10.Dm
I. INTRODUCTION
In the progress of high-energy physics, so-called energy
frontier have reached to a few TeV region, where discov-
eries of new phenomena are expected. In such situation,
it is well known that the five unites of electric charge,
Q = 0, 1/3, 2/3, 1, 4/3 (1)
appear in GUTs[1], where the 4/3 charge is carried by
X gauge boson, which is considered to be the particle
responsible for proton decay.
Thus, so far as the charge units are concerned, it seems
that GUTs are too complicated to be the final theory
of elementary particles. Especially, in any gauge model
such as GUTs, the U(1) symmetry concerning to the con-
servation of electric charge is absolutely maintained in
the final stage of steps of symmetry breaking. Further-
more, it is known that the electric charge remains and is
conserved even in a critical condition such as the gravita-
tional collapse of matter, where almost all quantum num-
bers looses their meanings[3]. Thus, the electric charge
seems to be one of the most fundamental quantities in
particle physics. It is known that the simplest model
based on the elementarity of electric charge is the rishon
model[2] of leptons and quarks. In this model,the leptons
and quarks are given as
u = TTV, d = V˜ V˜ T˜ , ν = V V V, e− = T˜ T˜ T˜ (2)
where the T rishon has the electric charge e/3, while the
V rishon is purely electrically neutral.
Though models of leptons and quarks are, however, in
the stage of schematical model, some remarkable minimal
dynamical approaches are proposed[4]. For further steps,
it is possible to treat schematically possible processes of
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sub-constituents under minimal dynamical assumptions
for composite system. On the basis of such approach,
we will investigate possible existence of new processes,
and possible dynamical approach to sub-system of lep-
tons and quarks. This paper is concerning to theses prob-
lems.
We will assume that leptons and quarks are composite
system of sub-constituents confined with the hypercolor
singlet conditions, as have been assumed in dynamical
rishon mode. In our schematical approach, it is pointed
out that possible existence of new proton decay mode,
which is different from that of GUTs, is suggested.
II. COLOR AND HYPERCOLOR
CONFINEMENT CONDITION
We will follow the policy of so-called dynamical rishon
model[4], where it is assumed that the hypercolor sin-
glet states of composite system are realized as ordinary
particles such as leptons and quarks.
Though the rishon is assumed to be Dirac particle in
the dynamical rishon model, while we have proposed, un-
der the development of Majorana particle model of neu-
trinos, Majorana V rishon model[5]. In this paper, how-
ever, we will at first restrict ourselves to Dirac particle
model, and the case of Majorana model will be investi-
gated in later.
In the dynamical rishon model[4], the exact symmetry
realized by the local gauge group,
SU3(C)× SU3(H) (3)
is assumed for rishons, where C and H represents color
and hypercolor, respectively. The T rishon has Q = 1/3
and transforms like a (3, 3) representation of SU3(C) ×
SU3(H). The V rishon has Q = 0 and is assigned to
(3¯, 3). The V˜ or T˜ is in (3, 3¯) and (3¯, 3¯), respectively.
2FIG. 1: Possible proton decay modes in GUTs. The pro-
ton decay is caused by X and Y bosons. In sub-constituent
level, the X or Y boson corresponds to the configuration
X ∼ (TTTTVV) , Y ∼ (TTT¯VV¯V¯), respectively.
III. REARRANGEMENT PICTURE OF
SUB-CONSTITUENTS UNDER CONFINEMENT
We will treat for simplicity the simplest case of one
generation, and at first treat the case of Dirac type V
rishon case. Some characteristics and problems appear-
ing in possible Majorana type V rishon model will be
discussed in later.
In the dynamical rishon model, the sub-constituents
T and V are supposed to be confined in leptons and
quarks by hypercolor confinement mechanism realized
by the hypercolor singlet condition. Under such con-
dition, the composite system exhibits various rearrange-
ment processes. The electroweak structure supposed to
appear as a result of such mechanism[6]. In this paper, we
will investigate rearrangements of sub-constituents under
the confinement condition, together with possible sub-
electroweak structure. It should be emphasized that in
the rearrangement of sub-constituent, possible existence
of new mode of proton-decay is suggested, which is dif-
ferent from that of GUTs case where the proton-decay is
mediated by the Xα and Y α gauge bosons with the color
index α.
The TTTVVV configuration belong to SU3(C) ×
SU3(H) singlet, and is identified to W
+ boson. In the
same way, the GUTs gauge bosonsXα and Y α with color
index α corresponds to the configuration TTTTVV and
TTVT¯V¯V¯, respectively, and they belong to (3, 1) repre-
sentation of of SU3(C)×SU3(H). In our sub-constituents
model, it should be emphasized that the process caused
by exchange of the composite state with TV¯ configura-
tion is also expected. The TV¯ belongs to (3, 1) represen-
tation, similar to the case of Xα and Y α bosons.
It is well-known that the exchange of Xα and Y α
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FIG. 2: An elementary rearrangement in sub-system.
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FIG. 3: Possible u+d→ e++uc process through the exchange
of (TV¯) pair.
bosons causes possible proton-decay in GUTs, as is shown
in FIG.1. Then, what processes are caused by the ex-
change of composite state of TV¯?
IV. A NEW PROTON-DECAY MECHANISM
ORIGINATES IN SUB-STRUCTURE
It is known that the X boson with electric charge 4/3
and Y boson with charge 1/3 mediate the proton decay
process in GUTs such as SU(5) model. The boson X
or Y correspond to TTTTVV , TTVT¯V¯V¯ configuration,
respectively.
It should be emphasized, however, the new type of
proton decay mode appears, which is mediated by the
exchange of TV¯ pair with charge 1/3, in a composite
model of leptons and quarks. The elementary process
mediated by the rearrangement of sub-constituents, given
in FIG. 2,
V + V˜ → T + T˜ (4)
will cause the processes
(TTV )→ (TTT ) , (V˜ V˜ T˜ )→ (V˜ T˜ T˜ ) (5)
which are represented as
u→ e+ , d→ uc (6)
The explicit rearrangement diagram of the process in
Eq. (6) is given in FIG. 3. Thus, the transition of com-
posite quarks, which is caused by this rearrangement
(uud)→ (e+ucu) (7)
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FIG. 4: Elementary process in sub-system caused by the ex-
change of effective sub-gauge boson W (s) .
is induced. This is just the proton decay process,
p→ e+ + π0 (8)
mediated by the exchange of (TV¯) pair. That is, in our
model the proton decay is caused without the X or Y
gauge bosons, which are characteristic in GUTs as shown
in FIG. 1.
V. THE EFFECTIVE AND POSSIBLE
FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTION
The elementary process in Eq. (4) will be represented
as FIG. 2. This process will also represented as an effec-
tive process mediated by the effective boson W
(S)±
α with
color indexes α, as shown in FIG. 4.
We will introduce an effective interaction of this process,
and at the same time, we will investigate possible scenario
to identify it as the fundamental one. For simplicity,
we will restrict to the one generation case in this paper.
Assuming the weak-doublet in sub-level as,
ΨL =
(
T
V c
)
L
(9)
the effective electroweak Lagrangian in our system is
given as
L = − Ψ¯Lγµ(∂µ − igt ·A
(s)
µ − ig
′Y B(s)µ )ΨL
−
∑
κ=T,V
Ψ¯κR(∂µ − ig
′Y B(s)µ )Ψ
κ
R
− (Ψ¯LφΨ
V
RM
(V ) + h.c.)
− (Ψ¯L(−η)φ
∗ΨTRM
(T ) + h.c.) (10)
where A
(s)
µ and B
(s)
µ are the gauge fields concerning to
sub-system. The electric charge of component of doublet
in Eq. (9) is given as
Q = I3 + Y (11)
in the unit of e/3, where Y = −1/2. After symme-
try breaking, the sub-gauge bosons W
(S)±
µ , Z
(S)
µ and
A
(s)
µ bosons appear, whereW
(S)±
µ is characterized by the
charge unit e/3. The ordinary electroweak gauge bosons
Wµ, Zµ and Aµ will be symbolically expressed by making
use of the sub-gauge bosons W
(s)
αµ , Z
(s)
µ and A
(s)
µ as,
Wµ = (ǫ
αβγW (s)α W
(s)
β W
(s)
γ )µ
Zµ = Z
(s)
µ
Aµ = A
(s)
µ (12)
whereWµ is SU3(C)×SU3(H) singlet, whileW
(s)
α belong
to (3, 1) representation.
It should be noted that A(s) and Z(s) are realized
as singlet as it is, provided that the correspondences
A(s) ∼ (T¯ T ) and Z(s) ∼ (V¯ V ) together with an appro-
priate mixing are assumed. The Eq. (12) is a symbolical
representation of composite system based on yet to be
known mechanism. The sub-gauge bosons W
(S)
µ should
be confined in the ordinary gauge bosons belonging to the
level of leptons and quarks. The effective electroweak
structure in the level of leptons and quarks will be in-
duced on the basis of Eq. (12).
In order to investigate the properties of composite sys-
tem given by Eq. (12), let us examine the familiar (in-
verse) β-decay process of d quark,
d+ νe → u+ e
− (13)
In the picture of fundamental constituents, Eq. (13) is
rewritten as,
(V˜ V˜ T˜ ) + (V V V )→ (TTV ) + (T˜ T˜ T˜ ) (14)
Thus, we see that the fundamental interaction in our pro-
cess is given as
L = g(s)w T¯ γ
µ(1 + γ5)V
cW (s)µ (15)
and corresponding current is
J = T¯ γµ(1 + γ5)V
c (16)
which belongs to (3, 1) representation. The interaction
in the process given by Eq.(4),
V + V˜ → T + T˜
which is caused by only (3, 1) single current, should be
extremely suppressed.
On the contrary, in our scheme, the ”composite”
process with 3-fold single elementary processes such as
Eq.(14) should be not so suppressed. The single elemen-
tary process in Eq.(4) is expected to be extremely sup-
pressed in the same way as the 3-body quarks are almost
completely confined in hadrons and realization of colored
4configuration is extremely suppressed. The process such
as Eq.(13) or equivalently Eq.(14) are enhanced, simi-
lar to the realization of the 3-body color-singlet states
of quarks are enhanced. That is, the process given in
Eq.(14) is essentially the non-perturbative process with
extreme suppression of non-color-singlet currents. Thus,
we will investigate possible scheme based on fundamental
interaction.
VI. POSSIBLE APPROACH ON THE BASIS OF
THE FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTION IN
SUB-SYSTEM
We have introduced the effective interaction corre-
sponding to the rearrangement picture in sub-system.
We will investigate here the possible case that Eq.(10)
is not an effective interaction but the most fundamental
one. That is, it is worth while to investigate the possi-
bility that the fundamental interaction cause various ef-
fective interactions such as the standard model itself, un-
der the restriction of exact symmetry SU3(C)× SU3(H)
given in Eq.(3). In appearance of effective interaction, es-
pecially, color and hypercolor confinement condition will
carry most important role. It should be noted that this
approach is partially similar to the case of meson theory
for nuclear force where various properties of nucleus are
derived on the basis of QCD.
It should be emphasized that under development along
such strategy it may become possible to resolve the hier-
archy problem on coupling constants and masses, which
are only given as parameters in the standard model or
GUTs.
VII. REMARKS ON THE CASE OF
MAJORANA V RISHON
In progress of neutrino physics, the existence of Majo-
rana particle seems to be almost confirmed. In addition
to the neutrinos, are there any Majorana particle in na-
ture? In such situation, we have proposed in a few years
ago a model of leptons and quarks on the basis of possi-
ble Majorana V theory together with possible existence
of its partner in the framework of rishon model[5].
We will investigate possible representation of sub-
constituent in our Majorana V model, under the local
gauge group SU3(C)×SU3(H). In the simplest SU3(H)
hypercolor model, the assignment to realize the hyper-
color singlet states is rather complicated[7]. The T rishon
is assigned to (3, 8) representation of SU3(C)× SU3(H).
The V rishon is assigned to (8, 8). The V˜ and T˜ are,
respectively, in (8, 8) and (3¯, 8).
The T rishon has Q = 1/3 and transforms like a (3, 8)
representation of SU3(C) × SU3(H). The V rishon has
Q = 0 and is assigned to (8, 8). The T˜ corresponds to
(3¯, 8) representation. For Majorana type V , the V˜ is
equivalent to V and also assigned to (8, 8). The quarks
u and d belong to (3¯, 1) representation.
It should be noted that the results given in the previous
sections will be almost maintained in Majorana V model,
except the appearance of characteristic picture of Majo-
rana particles that the fermion number is not conserved.
Furthermore, the restrictions due to color and hypercolor
confinement will be rather weakened, then possible exis-
tence of some new particles are expected.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this paper, we have investigated possible existence
of new proton decay mechanism on the basis of a rear-
rangement picture of sub-system of leptons and quarks,
in which the sub-constituents are confined in leptons and
quarks by the color and hypercolor confinement condition
based on SU3(C)× SU3(H) group.
We have discussed the possibility that the pre-
electroweak structure appears in the rishon level, and
a certain kind of confinement of pre-gauge bosons real-
izes the well-known electroweak structure in the level of
leptons and quarks. In our approach, it may be possible
to calculate the magnitude of coupling constants and the
masses of composite leptons and quarks, which are given
as parameters in pure field theoretical approaches. We
have assumed in this paper that the gauge structure of
the Standard Model appears as a result of the dynamics
of the sub-levels of leptons and quarks.
Is the sub-system of leptons and quarks completely
subject to quantum mechanics? It should be noted that
the standard formulation of the rishon model is not yet
known, and it is probable that the rishon behaves as if it
is partially the objects beyond the ordinary quantum field
theory[8],[9]. In order to approach to such system, how-
ever, it will be meaningful to treat it in the framework of
conventional field theory with color and hypercolor con-
finement.
Finally, is there really a sub-level below the level of lep-
tons and quarks? In our opinion, such a sub-level surely
exists, and disclosing it will make it possible to predict
theoretically quantities such as the Higgs coupling con-
stants, the magnitudes of symmetry breaking 〈φ〉, the
mass spectrum and mixing parameters of all particles,
etc. We conclude this paper with the note that we have
restricted ourselves in this paper to the proposal of the
framework of possible approach to sub-system, and de-
tails will be discussed in near future.
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